Each subfigure is similar to Figure 3B in the main text and plots the bias introduced by the binning method for each of the remaining eight cross-linked libraries we analyzed. For (A) we use an FDR threshold of 1% and a resolution of 1 RE fragment. 1 For (B-E) we use an FDR threshold of 1% and a resolution of 10 RE fragments. 2 For (F-H) we use an FDR threshold of 5% and a resolution of 50 RE fragments. 3 Each figure is generated using contact maps corrected by the ICE method 4 (Methods). Figures generated using raw contact maps (i.e., before ICE) are very similar for each library (data not shown).
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Supplementary Figure 2 : Refinement of the null model by outlier removal. (A) Initial spline fit to raw contact map at a resolution of 50 RE fragments for human fibroblast cell line (hIMR90) from Dixon et al. 2 Locus pairs with significantly higher contact counts compared to expectation are marked as outliers. We multiplied the contact probability curve of spline-1 with the total number of all mid-range reads (i.e., N ) to obtain the green line that denotes the expected contact counts. (B) Spline fits before (spline-1) and after (spline-2) removing the outliers from the null (i.e., refinement) for the same library. The distribution of the number of neighboring old contacts that lie within a square that has 100 kblong edges and is centered on the two-dimensional coordinate of a new contact at FDR 1% for (A) hESC and (B) hIMR90 Hi-C data sets. The two-dimensional coordinate for each contact is defined by the genomic coordinates of the two loci that are linked by that contact. (C-D) The distribution of the distance from a new contact to its nearest old contact at FDR 1% for (C) hESC and (D) hIMR90 Hi-C data sets. We define distance between a pair of contacts as the Euclidean distance between the two-dimensional coordinates defined by these contacts. To obtain the distribution of neighbor counts and minimum distances for randomized contacts we sample a random contact set that is 100 times larger than the set of new contacts (see Supplementary Note 1). Each figure is generated using contact maps at a resolution of 10 RE fragments and corrected by the ICE method 4 (Methods). Figures generated using raw contact maps (i.e., before ICE) are very similar for each library (data not shown). Number of additional RNAPII mediated ChIA-PET contacts within genomic distance range of (50 kb, 5 Mb] captured by Fit-Hi-C compared to discrete binning method of Duan et al. 1 when applied to mESC Hi-C data. In order to control for the number of predictions made by each method we only focus on the contact confidence rankings and consider k most significant contacts for k ranging from 10,000 to 2,000,000. We put an upper bound on k to avoid including contacts with p-values equal to 1 which would lead to random ties. Red and green tracks denote number of additional contacts identified by our method at each top-k among all ChIA-PET contacts and only contacts between enhancer-promoter pairs. Contact profile of the locus that contains promoters of two inward rectifier potassium channel genes (Kcnj16 and Kcnj2 ). Each connector represents a significant contact at FDR 1% for contact maps after ICE correction with thickness proportional to the minus log(p-value) of the contact. Distal CTCF sites that are around 470 kb away from the locus of interest and midpoints of each 10 consecutive restriction fragments are shown as two separate tracks. Kcnj16 and Kcnj2 are important for establishing the resting membrane potential of several cell types in the cortex including neurons and astrocytes 5 and presumably are less important in the functioning of stem cells compared to cortex cells where they are expressed. Figure 5 in the main text. We map each TF binding peak to the window used in Fit-Hi-C analysis with which it has the most overlap. We use binding profiles of 50 TFs for H1-ESC and 5 TFs for IMR90 cell lines which were made available by ENCODE consortium. Figure 6C as a function of FDR threshold used to determine significant contacts. For each group, we aggregate all mid-range contacts with different genomic distances to obtain one mean at each FDR threshold. The standard errors are omitted because they are not visible at this scale. (B) This plot is generated identically to Figure 6C percentage and (B) the number of mid-range contacts that are deemed significant at FDR 1% among all possible mid-range locus pairs with increasing number of restriction fragments per meta-fragment (i.e., decreasing resolution). A genomic distance range of 500kb-10Mb is used for all meta-fragment sizes and cell types.
Supplementary Table 2 : Increase in the transitivity of contact graph with the addition of method-specific contacts.
Each row corresponds to a Hi-C library for each of the four cell lines assayed (replicates combined) by Dixon et al. 2 The contact graph is defined by the common set of contacts deemed significant at FDR 5% by the binning and spline-1 methods using ICE corrected contact maps. A node in the contact graph corresponds to a meta-fragment of 10 consecutive RE fragments that participates in at least one significant contact, and an edge (undirected) between two nodes corresponds to a significant contact between the two corresponding meta-fragments. The number of nodes and edges of a contact graph are denoted by |V | and |E|, respectively. The columns Trials, Successes and Proportion denote, respectively, the number of method-specific contacts, the number of method-specific contacts that introduce at least one triangle when added to the contact graph and the proportion of the latter group in the former. The last column reports the z-score for the null hypothesis that the success proportion for binning and spline-1 are equal. A negative z-score suggests a bigger proportion of success (i.e., increase in transitivity of the common contact graph) for spline-1 compared to binning. 
Supplementary Notes Supplementary Note 1: Consistency and complementarity of new contacts
Each proximal contact connects two loci/fragments/meta-fragments on the same chromosome. Each locus is represented by its midpoints and can be viewed as a point on the intra-chromosomal contact map of the corresponding chromosome. To test spatial consistency of new contacts (specific to spline-2) with oldcontacts (all contacts identified by binning) we compute the number of old contacts that are "close to" each new contact in two-dimensional space. Let c, x, y denote a new contact and c,x,ȳ denote an old contact where c andc correspond to the chromosomes that the contacts lie on, and x, y andx,ȳ correspond to the coordinates of the pairs of loci that contact each other. Also, let d be a distance threshold to deem two contacts "close". If c =c, 0 < |x −x| < d/2 and 0 < |y −ȳ| < d/2, then we consider the two contacts to be neighbors and spatially consistent with each other. Geometrically, this corresponds to drawing a square with edge length d and centered on the new contact then checking whether the old contact falls within that square. We choose d as 100 kb, and we use an FDR threshold of 1% to determine the set of new and old contacts. We simply count the number of neighbors for each new contact and then plot the histogram of these counts for the observed new contacts (green bars in Supplementary Fig. 3A-B) . To test whether the number of neighbors for the observed new contacts is above what would be expected by chance, we repeat the same process with a set of "random new contacts" generated by a null model. We design a stringent null model which preserves the distribution of genomic distances between the two loci participating in a contact (i.e., |x − y| for c, x, y ). For generating each random new contact, we first select a locus at random and then select a genomic distance from the shuffled list of genomic distances between all possible proximal contacts. We generate the set of random new contacts by sampling without replacement a set that is 100 times larger than the set of observed new contacts. We compute the histogram of the number of neighbors for this random set (black bars in Supplementary Fig. 3A-B ) and compare it with the histogram for the observed set of new contacts.
We also compute the two-dimensional distance from each new contact to the nearest old contact for the observed and random sets of new contacts (green and black bars in Supplementary Fig. 3C-D, respectively) .
For two contacts that are on the same chromosome (i.e., c =c), we define the distance as the Euclidean distance between the two-dimensional coordinates of these contacts ( |x −x| 2 + |y −ȳ| 2 ). We determine the nearest neighbor according to this distance measure for each new contact and plot the histogram of these distances for both the observed and random sets of new contacts. The random set of new contacts is generated as described above.
To test whether new contacts are complementary to the set of contacts common to the binning and spline-2 methods, we first represent the common set as an undirected graph with nodes representing meta-fragments and edges representing significant contacts at a given FDR threshold. We then check, for each methodspecific contact, whether it completes at least one triangle (i.e., satisfies transitivity of colocalization among three loci) when added to this initial contact graph. It is crucial to note that simply adding contacts into the initial contact graph while counting the number of successes would lead to a liberal bias favoring the method with more method-specific contacts. We avoid this bias by keeping the initial contact graph constant while computing the number and proportion of success (i.e., completing at least one triangle) for either new contacts or binning-specific contacts. Once we calculate these numbers, we test whether the proportion of success is equal for the spline-2 and binning methods. More specifically, we test the hypothesis that the success proportion for binning is higher than for spline-2. To compute a significance score for this hypothesis we use the equal proportions test for large samples 10 which gives us a z-statistic as follows. Letp 1 ,p 2 denote the success proportions and n 1 , n 2 denote the number of trials for the binning and spline-2 methods, respectively. Then the proportion of successes for the combined sample isp = n1p1+n2p2 n1+n2 . We compute the z-scores reported in Supplementary Table 2 as Z =p 1 −p 2 p(1 −p)(1/n 1 + 1/n 2 )
.
